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SEVE Hydro Extractor
The SEVE Hydro Extractor is a small capacity commercial hydro that uses centrifugal force to quickly reduce
the residual water in items after washing.

Features:

Benefits:

Fully stainless steel inner and outer drums

Faster drying time

5/6kg capacity

Energy saving

Fully automatic operation with auto stop

Preserve fabrics

Only 3 minutes required for a cycle*

Reduces ironing

Very low power consumption.

Automatic balancing

Operates off a standard 220v plug point

Safety

Maximum spin speed of 3200 rpm

No special installation required

Operation by gyroscope.

No more stress

Safety catch.
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Benefits:

Faster drying time: The SEVE hydro extractor removes up to 80% of the moisture from laundry in just 3 minutes so
you can air dry your laundry in a fraction of the time, iron certain fabrics immediately or run a significantly shorter cycle
in the tumble dryer.
Energy saving: Uses 100 times less electricity than a tumble dryer saving money and reducing your impact on the
environment.
Preserve fabrics: No heat damage and is safe for all fabrics. It even removes residual detergents so laundry dries
cleaner, feels softer and lasts longer.
Reduces ironing: Clothes are ready to wear straight from the hydro. Quickly steam out creases with our Highborn II
or Hand Held steamers**.
Automatic balancing: Operation by gyroscope affords quick and simple loading, No need to lay the items carefully in
the inner drum, the gyroscope controls the acceleration speed and automatically balances the load. Stops very quickly
- fitted with an ABS breaking system.
Safety: Equipped with a child proof safety catch and auto stop if the lid is opened.
No special installation: The hydro is self balancing on its own feet. No bolting down required. Simply put a tub at the
drain to catch the water being extracted or connect a drain hose directly to a floor drain. No tools required. Each unit is
supplied fitted with a SA rated 15am plug. ***
No more stress: No more waiting for hours or days for laundry to air dry inside. No more damp smelling fabrics. No
more sky rocketing electricity bills. No more heat damage.

*
Maximum of 5 cycles per hour permitted. I.e. only 1 load/cycle per 12 minutes as the motor may overheat and burn out. In such case the
guarantee will be void.
**

Details of these products supplied on request.

*** In the case of bulky items care must be taken after starting to make sure that the machine is stable. A hand on the top is usually sufficient
to steady the machine as it gathers speed. If shaking continues stop the machine and reload the items or change the composition of the load,
smaller items mixed with larger items. Do not continue to operate the machine if there is a continuos or repeated out of balance condition. The
machine may not be safe to operate and will get damaged.
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